AURA 30 P

The automatic Aura30 P cash point has been devised to supply the professional parking implants with a device which allows
the maxi maximum functionality and performance for automatic
payment.
Aura30 P is equipped with a graphic display in colour, analogical intercom, vocal synthesis, coin acceptor with change giver,
Banknote acceptor with change giver of 1 value group (configurable) bacomat/credit card reader with pin-pad, 2d laser scanner for the payment, RFID reader for subscription ticket renewal, thermal print of ticket barcode 2d for both exiting and for
subscription tickets.
It is connected to the system via Ethernet connection.

OPERATION
> Short parking payment
The client can pay the parking ticket at the Aura30 P cash point:
after having passed the ticket by the 2d scanner the amount is
calculated based on the server settings to which it is connected.
At this point the client can execute the payment via coins or
banknotes and receive the payment receipt and any change in
both coins and banknotes thanks to the recycler. Also an online
credit card reader is available The cash point accepts all tickets
with discounts issued by the Aura30 T validator.
> Cardboard subscription ticket management
The implementation of the 2d barcode technology allows ticket
subscriptions, useful for permitting entrance to the car park for
a few consecutive days or subscriptions to increase.
Thanks to a simple user menu the client can directly purchase
the permitted subscriptions at the automatic cash point, based
on the configuration chosen by the manager.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Feed: 230 Vac/50Hz
Dimensions: 742 x 492 x 1800 mm (l x p x h)
Weight: 80 Kg
Absorbed power: 150 VA
Temperature of use: from -20 to +50°C
Coin acceptor: per 5 currencies
Banknote acceptor: reads up to 3 value groups in 4 directions
and the change dispenser in 1 value group.

> Subscription management on fixed support
The Aura30 P cash point allows the renewal of subscriptions
based on subscription tickets 125KHz, with a magnetic strip and
Tuva system using the Aura Token device, a device which, associated with the subscription, can access the renewal payment
at the automatic cash point.

ADVANTAGES
Aura30 P offers all of the functions to enable an autonomous
operation of a medium-large car park. The cash point has been
devised to be installed in a simple and immediate manner. All of
the configurations can be executed via the electronic board of
the station or remote.

AURA 30 SYSTEM

CHARACTERISTICS

> Display TFT in colour
> 4 function keys
> Analogical intercom and vocal synthesis configurable in up to 4 languages
> Coin acceptor module with change giver 5 currencies
> Banknote reader 3 value groups in 4 insertion directions
> Optional change giver module in a adjustable value group
> Thermal print of fanfold format ticket with module support card up to 2500 tickets
> RFID reader for Aura Token devices for subscription renewal on a fixed support
> 2d barcode technology for the emission of subscriptions on paper
> Control unit on industrial PC and Compact Flash memory at extended temperature.
> Electronic control of the thermostat allow operation from -20°C a +50°C
> Credit card reader option with pin pad for electronic payments online
> Ethernet port for connection to the LAN network of the system

EXAMPLE OF APPLICATION

Manual cash machine with Aura30 T validator
Materials needed for the entry
- Aura20I
- Electromechanical barrier
- 2 magnetic coils

To pay, the driver presents the ticket at the
paydesk, the operator will use the Aura30T
validator connected to the system's server
which will calculate the amount due and
issue a ticket to exit

ENTRANCE

Cashier
Manual cash machine with Aura30 T validator

EXIT

The system's server connected to all the elements
of the system, allows a capillary handling of all
the events, functions and system alarms.
The web-based technology of the last generation
allows the administrator to control statistics,
the presence of subscribers and many other
functions.
The web-based based architecture allows the
use of PC management software for
various operating systems

Materials needed for the exit
- Aura20 U
- Electromechanical barrier
- 2 magnetic coils

Automatic
Cashier

Automatic Aura30 P box
The client pays for the stay by passing the ticket under
the scanner which will calculate the fee and enable
the paymment in coins, banknotes or credit card to
exit within a pre-established time limit
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